The vast majority of transfer learning methods proposed in the visual recognition domain over the last years ad dresses the problem of object category detection, assuming a strong control over the priors from which transfer is done. This is a strict condition, as it concretely limits the use of this type of approach in several settings: for instance, it does not allow in general to use off-the-shelf models as pri ors. Moreover, the lack of a multiclass formulation for most of the existing transfer learning algorithms prevents using them for object categorization problems, where their use might be beneficial, especially when the number of cate gories grows and it becomes harder to get enough anno tated data for training standard learning methods. This paper presents a multiclass transfer learning al gorithm that allows to take advantage of priors built over diff erent features and with diff erent learning methods than the one used for learning the new task. We use the priors as experts, and transfer their outputs to the new incoming samples as additional information. We cast the learning problem within the Multi Kernel Learning framework. The resulting formulation solves efficiently a joint optimization problem that determines from where and how much to trans fer, with a principled multiclass formulation. Extensive ex periments illustrate the value of this approach.
Introduction
The visual recognition community has shown a grow ing interest in transfer learning algorithms in the last few years. Indeed, this type of algorithms allows to exploit prior knowledge when learning a new class, which reduces the need for annotated training data. As the frontiers in object categorization move from systems able to categorize 10 2 objects (e.g. Caltech256 [15] ) to systems aiming to recog nize 10 4 categories (e.g. ImageNet [9] ), there is a growing demand for techniques able to learn robust categorization models from few labeled samples.
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Transfer learning has been studied in multiple domains and under various perspectives. Many works address the issue of what to transfer (samples [3] , feature represen tation [23] , model parameters [13, 29, 31] ), some focus on how to transfer (generative approaches [13, 29] , boost ing [36] , KNN [27] and Support Vector Machine (SV M) [10, 31] ), while others concentrate on how to avoid negative transfer, evaluating when and how much to transfer (differ ent source selection approaches [31] or methods to mea sure the task relatedness [11] ). Some knowledge transfer strategies propose to exploit sets of unlabeled target sam ples [23, 24] or alternative sources of extra information as attributes [12, 17] .
As diverse as these approaches are, they all assume a strong control over the priors, whether in the form of con straining how the prior models are built [13, 31] , or in the way of preserving the priors training samples [7, 8] , or in the form of imposing the same feature representation for all priors and for the new target class [8, 31] . These constraints become particularly strict when the target problem is multi class [25, 30] .
The contribution of this paper is a multiclass transfer learning algorithm from unconstrained priors. We assume to have no control on the features from which prior mod els are learned, nor on the learning methods used to build the corresponding classifiers. This is achieved by using the prior knowledge as experts evaluating the new incom ing data and transferring their confidence output. These outputs are used to augment the feature space of the new target data. The learning process is defined solving an op timization problem which considers both from where and how much to transfer using a principled multi class formu lation. We model our learning algorithm using the struc tural risk minimization principle, with a group norm regu larization term which allows to tune the level of sparsity in the domain of the prior models. We show that it is pos sible to cast the problem within the Multi Kernel Learn ing (M KL) framework, and to solve it efficiently with off the-shelf MKL solvers. We build on recent work [21] that solves the problem in the primal, resulting in a computa tionally efficient method that scales well with respect to the
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We performed thorough experiments on two databases, studying the behavior of the algorithm in three different sit uations: (1) in the object category detection scenario, with priors and new models learned using the same features and learning methods; (2) in the multiclass object categorization scenario, with limited priors and few annotated samples for the target class, where priors and new models are learned using different algorithms and features, and (3) in the same scenario and setting described in (2), but scaling w.r.t. the number of available priors and w.r.t. the number of labelled samples for the new classes. For all these experiments, we compared against an existing state of the art transfer learn ing method, and baseline algorithms designed by us, which use (or not) the available priors. Results clearly indicate that MKTL outperforms all the other considered methods, in all the experimental settings described above. Moreover, it is able to boost significantly performance when relevant priors are available, taking advantage of the principled multiclass formulation.
In the following we introduce the notation and the trans fer learning framework used in the paper (section 2). Sec tion 3 presents the learning algorithm, discusses its prop erties and its connections and advantages w.r.t. existing approaches. Section 4 describes the experimental setting adopted in the paper and reports on the obtained results.
Problem Definition
This section introduces formally the notation and the transfer learning framework used in the paper. We indicate matrices and vectors with bold letters, and use w to indicate the vector formed by the concatenation of the K vectors wj,
ence w = w ,w ,'" , w .
Prior Knowledge. Consider the scenario where we know F(F :;:, 2) categories, modeled via a classifier which is a function f : X ----f Z, where X is the input feature space. In the binary case Z = {-I, + 1 }, while for multiclass prob lems Z = {I, ... , F}. Without loss of generality, we con sider a function f of the following form:
where sp(x, z) is the value of the score function when the instance x is assigned to the class z. The score function can be interpreted as a measure of how confident the classifier is about assigning the label z to the instance x. In the case of binary classification, the function can be further simplified as f(x) = sign (s(x)). In the rest of the paper, we will only describe our model for the multiclass situation, as its modification to the binary case is straightforward. 
where wC') is a hyperplane, ¢C')( . , . ) : X x 1{ ----f lHIis the joint feature mapping function [33] , which maps the sam ples into some high, possibly infinite dimensional space.
Here, sp (x, z) is the score of X labeled as class z predicted by the prior models. knowledge of a bicycle gives a high score to images of a motorbike, this information may also be useful in the score function of motorbikes, since the two classes share com mon visual properties. Therefore, we might expect that the model will give to this prior knowledge a higher weight. On the contrary, we expect lower weights for classes which are not very relevant, such as dogs. Figure 1 illustrates the ap proach when computing the score for one class. Again, the predicted label is the class achieving the highest score. Ideally, we would like to build the auxiliary feature rep resentation using all the prior knowledge we have, and let the learning algorithm decide automatically from where to transfer and how much to transfer. Nevertheless, from a machine learning point of view, the more priors are consid ered, the higher is the risk for overfitting, especially when the number of training samples is limited. Moreover, among the P prior models, we expect only few of them to be rele vant w.r.t. a specific new class, while the rest can even add noise to the problem producing negative transfer. Both fac tors need to be taken in consideration when designing the learning algorithm.
Learning the Objective Function. The supervised learn ing optimization problem here is to find the modeling pa rameter w that minimizes the structural risk:
is a regularizer which avoids overfitting, Cis the regularization coefficient that controls the bias-variance tradeoff, and £ is some convex, non negative loss func tion. As stated above, we would like to encourage spar sity on the level of prior models, such that out of all the models, only a few of them are actually taking part in the scoring function. For this purpose we select the squared (2 , p) group norm [37] as our regularizer, D( w) = � ll w ll § ,
. Each w(y,z) forms its own group, and min imizing D( w) corresponds to minimize the norm of each w(') jointly. The parameter p allows to tune the level of sparsity on the norms -increasing it if p is close to 1.
Loss Function. Our learning problem is flexible, and we can use any convex Lipschitz loss function. For the binary case, we choose the most popular hinge loss:
where I t l+ is defined as max(t, 0). For the multiclass case, we use the following loss function [6, 33] :
This function is convex and it upper bounds the muIticlass misclassification loss.
Multiple Kernel Transfer Learning

Multiple Kernel Learning
The MKL algorithm was first proposed in [I] . It solves a joint optimization problem while also learning the optimal weights for combining the kernels. This method is theoreti cally sound, and it gives the possibility to integrate different data representations in a principled manner. The original MKL uses a h norm regularization to induce sparsity in the domain of the kernels. Recently, it has been extended to lp norm regularization in [16, 21] for tuning the level of spar sity with the additional parameter p. This leads to better performance when the problem is not sparse. By using a generic group norm and a generic convex function, the lp norm MKL optimization can be written as: , and a sparse solu tion is obtained by solving it. However, this problem is very difficult to optimize due to the non smooth nature of the II norm. It has been shown that when p is larger than I, the problem (5) becomes much easier to optimize [21] . Mean while, when p tends to I, the solution still gets extremely close to the sparse solution of p = 1.
Multi Kernel Transfer Learning
The original learning problem (2) can be converted into an lp-norm MKL, which can be solved with off-the-shelf implementations [16, 21] . To transform (2), we first set
Therefore, in total, we will have (P x P' + 1) feature map ping functions ¢C')(" .), and the same number of kernels Kj((x,y), (x',y')) = ¢j(x,y) . �(x',y'). This defini tion includes the particular case of training P' different hy perplanes, one for each new class. In fact, we have that
y where 1 P(O)(.) is a transformation that depends only on the data. Similarly, wCO) will be composed by p' blocks, with each block corresponding to the hyperplane for each class, as used in [21] . The feature mapping function for the z-th prior model output can now be written as:
Again, w(y ' ,z) will be composed by FI blocks. However, with this construction, all the blocks of w(Y ' ,z) are 0 except for the yl -th block. Hence, w(Y ' ,z) only appears in the score functions s(x, y/) predicting if x belongs to the class yl .
MKL Solver and Efficient Implementations
We solve the MKTL problem using the OBSCURE [21] framework. OBSCURE is a fast stochastic subgradient de scent algorithm which solves the lp norm MKL problem in the primal. Its training complexity is linear in the number of training examples. It has also been proven theoretically that OBSCURE has a faster convergence rate as the number of kernels grows, which somehow mitigates the problem that the number of kernels grows linearly with the number of priors. Moreover, the framework minimizes the primal ob jective function directly, even though it uses Mercer kernels. It makes the learning algorithm more memory and compu tationally efficient, when we can write the explicit form of feature mapping 1jJ(x) (e.g. a linear kernel or polynomial kernel with a low degree).
In this paper, we will only consider a linear mapping function 1/;( x) = x (i.e. linear kernel) for the scores of prior models. Therefore, the algorithm does not need to use ker nel caching for the extra (F x FI) kernels coming from the prior knowledge. Similarly, the algorithm could also store w(Y'z) directly in its primal representation. Hence, com pared to the original supervised learning problem without prior knowledge, the algorithm will use O(F x FI) extra memory space, and additional computational complexity at each iteration is also O(F x FI). In the experiments we modified the OBSCURE algorithm 1 to incorporate the aux iliary prior features and learn them efficiently, using both a binary and a multiclass loss function. For the binary ver sion, we also modified the algorithm to obtain a weighted version for unbalance data [5] , which considers a different value of C for positive and negative examples. The value of the parameter p is usually defined through cross-validation, and its optimal value depends on the sparseness of the data. According to the theorems in [21] , it . I
' bl 210gK !s a so POSs! e to set p equals to 210g K -1 to get a convergence rate that depend logarithmically on the total number of kernels, which is denoted by K. With this setup ofp, we have only one free parameter C.
I Available at http://dogma.sourceforge . net/
Comparison with Existing Methods
In this section we briefly discuss other related existing approaches, emphasizing the connections and differences between them and our method.
Using model outputs as auxiliary features. The idea of using the output of other classifiers as basic feature repre sentation has been well-explored in various Al domains. It recently gained popularity in the computer vision commu nity, thanks to a large amount of annotated object image datasets that become available on the web. Several papers demonstrated that the outputs of object detectors [18] , vi sual attributes [12, 17] and semantic visual concept [32, 35] can be used to define a good feature representation and to improve recognition performance. Our transfer learning ap proach follows this line of thoughts. The novelty lies in us ing the outputs of object classifiers as additional feature rep resentations combined with sample features from the new target class. This makes it possible to exploit these ideas within the transfer learning framework. Moreover, we dif fer from these methods, as we use prediction outputs from models of similar object categories (e.g., when transfers from bicycle to motorbike). This is in contrast with, for in stance Object Bank [18] where the output of semantic part detectors (e.g., sky, tree) are used.
Most works [12, 17, 32, 35] use features computed from the entire image. Notably different, Object Bank [18] uses a localized representation where features are extracted at different spatial pyramid levels. This is more suited for representing cluttered images composed of many objects, such as nature scenes. Although in our experiments we also use outputs computed from the entire images, the al gorithm we propose can handle various multi-dimensional representations, e.g., representations like Object Bank. Fur thermore, MKTL takes advantage of the MKL machinery, which allows to group freely information from different un constrained sources including the new training data into dif ferent kernels.
Finally, MKTL has a principled multiclass formulation. Each class learns from which auxiliary features to transfer in a joint optimization problem. This multiclass formula tion could be generalized to other similar problems, such as those described above. It also allows to define different kernels for the new and the prior knowledge.
Multi Model Knowledge Transfer (Multi-KT) [31] . A transfer learning algorithm close to ours is Multi-KT, which modified the 1 2 square norm regularizer in the classi cal Least-Square-SV M objective function, constraining the new hyperplane w to be close to some of the hyperplanes uj of the F prior models. Its regularization term can be written as Il w -2:: ; = 1 (3juj 11 2 , where (3j is a parameter to be learned which defines the reliability of known models for the new learning problem, subject to the constraint that II,B 112 <:: 1. The algorithm is binary, and its final decision function for a given sample x can be written as:
This is very similar to the binary version of the score func tion defined in (1). However, MuIti-KT is solved based on two separate optimization problems, while our algorithm finds both the best hyperplane's parameter and the weights to be assigned to each prior knowledge model in ajoint op timization process. Moreover, MuIti-KT requires that each prior model u is constructed using the same type of clas sifier of the new model. All the models (priors and new) must also use the same type of feature descriptors. On the other hand, MKTL has neither of these constrains. It is ca pable of heterogeneous transfer from unconstrained priors: we can freely combine different learning methods and dif ferent features to boost performance. Finally, Multi-KT can not be extended to principle multiclass formulation using the multiple class loss function f MC ,
Experiments
We present here three sets of experiments2 designed for studying the behavior of MKTL: (a) in the object category detection scenario, with priors and new model learned us ing the same features and learning methods (Section 4.1); (b) in the multiclass object categorization scenario, with limited priors and few annotated samples for the target class, where priors and new model are learned using dif ferent algorithms and features (Section 4.2), and (c) where the problem is again multiclass, but scaling w.r.t. the number of available priors and w. r. t. the number of la belled samples for the new classes. In all our experiments, the regularization parameter C is selected from the set {0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000}, and the parameter p is chosen from the set {1.01, 1.05, l.l0, l.l5, 1.20, 1.25, 1.30, 1.40, 1.50}.
We compare MKTL against the following baselines:
[No-Transfer] It corresponds to the standard supervised learning task without considering prior knowledge. We train SV M classifiers using the I-vs-All scheme for the mul ticlass extension. Ideally, the performance of a transfer learning algorithm should not be worse than this baseline, to avoid negative transfer that might hurt performance.
IPrior-Featuresl We also test the performance when us ing only the outputs of prior models as feature descriptors. We concatenated the outputs of the prior models into a vec tor representation, then use a linear SV M classifier to test their performance. This idea is similar to the classemes fea ture proposed in [32] . This baseline will help us understand the role of the prior models in the performance. For exam ple, if the performance of all the prior models is very low compared to No-Transfer, we may expect to see an improve ment in performance relatively small compared to standard supervised learning, and vice versa. This kind of baseline has often been ignored in previous transfer learning litera ture. Here we argue that it should be considered as an oblig atory competitor, since sometimes using the prior models alone could lead to higher accuracy.
[Multi-KT] We also compared against the Multi-KT transfer learning algorithm. This method assumes that all the prior models and the new model use the same type of feature descriptors and learning method. Thus, for MuIti KT, we did train all our prior models with the same fea ture descriptors and kernel parameters using SV M classi fier. Since this algorithm has been presented only in a binary version, we implemented the multiclass extension using the 1-vs-All scheme.
IAverage-TLI MKTL learns the weights to combine the outputs of each prior models with the new knowledge repre sentation. Thus, a natural baseline is to consider the infor mation coming from the priors and the new knowledge as equally relevant. This is equivalent to train a SV M classifier using the average of all the available kernels. This method often performs as good as many MKL algorithms [14] .
For all the baseline methods, we use the LIBSVM [5] package for training and testing the SV M classifier. The regularization parameter C is selected from the same range as MKTL, and the best results are reported. For No-Transfer and Average-TL, we use the RBF kernel.
Binary Transfer Learning
We consider the same binary experimental setup pro posed in [31] [Section 5.3] on a subset of 30 classes plus the background class extracted from the Caltech-256 database [15] . Here we just repeat briefly the experimental proce dure, for a detailed description of the setup we refer the readers to the original paper. The task is to recognize if a test image belongs to the target object class or not (i.e. be longing to a pre-defined background class). In turns, a small number of labelled training examples are available for a tar get object class and all the 29 remaining classes are used for training the prior models. We use the same four image descriptors as [31] and combine the features through con catenation. In the experiments, the number of negative ex amples are far larger than the number of positive examples in the training data, leading to an unbalanced data prob lem. This is very common in the object category detec tion scenario, and a popular solution to it is to give different importance weights to the positive and negative examples [31] . We modified our algorithm for this purpose. Here the weights are defined to be w+ = N-/ N+ and w-= 1, where N+ and N-are the number of positive and negative samples. Both the normal (w+ = w-= 1) and weighted MKTL are considered in our experiments.
The average results of all the 30 categories as well as the average results for each class are shown in Figure 2 . It can be observed that all the transfer learning methods out perform the No-Transfer approach for different numbers of training samples. Weighted MKTL achieves better perfor mance compared to Multi-KT except for the cases with only 3 positive sample. MKTL without weights is slightly worse at the beginning, but it beats Multi-KT when the number of positive training sample reaches 15. We expect prior models to achieve high accuracy on the target task as both the prior and the target problem consist in distinguishing different objects from a common background class. It is surprising to find that using Prior-Features alone outperforms Multi-KT when the number of positive samples grows, which seems to suggest that Multi-KT is not able to combine the prior models and the new knowledge as desired (in oder to min imize the error) when the prior models are very strong. On the other hand MKTL guarantees a performance at least as good as what has been transferred. It is also interesting to look into the results obtained from each single class. Killer whale and duck seem to exploit at the best the priors, while fern is the only case where all the transfer learning meth ods fail to avoid negative transfer. In most of the classes we observe that MKTL is better (or at least equal) than using Prior-Features alone.
Multiclass Transfer Learning
We perform multiclass classification experiments on two different datasets: subsets of the Caltech-256 [15] and the Animals with Attributes (AwA) dataset [17] . Precomputed features are available for both the databases3.
For the experiments on the Caltech-256 dataset, we con sider 9 new classes (bonsai, sunflower, mushroom, horse, skunk, gorilla, motorbikes, snowmobile, segway), and we randomly extract a maximum of 30 samples per class for training and 50 samples for testing. Twenty-three classes are considered as possible prior knowledge sources, which can be divided into four groups, plants (palm-tree, cactus, fern, hibiscus), animals (bat, bear, leopards, zebra, dolphin, killer-whale), vehicles (mountain-bike, fire-truck, car-side, bulldozer) and mix (grapes, tomato, camel, dog, raccoon, chimp, school-bus, touring-bike, covered-wagon), and we use different feature descriptors 4 for each group. For the first two groups, we concatenate the feature descriptors to gether, and train the prior models with Multi class AdaBoost [28] . Then, for vehicles and mix group, we compute RBF kernels for each feature descriptor, and train SYM using the average of the RBF kernels with I-vs-All extension. In the end we use a RBF kernel for the new training images de scribed with PHOG [4] features. The I parameters of the RBF kernels were fixed to the mean of the pairwise dis tances among the samples as done in [14, 17] . Our choice of features descriptors and prior models are arbitrary, as we want to show that the prior models could be constructed using various features descriptors and learning algorithms. For comparison, we first consider transfer learning from the first 14 classes (from palm-tree to bulldozer). Then we progressively add the remaining 9 classes (from grapes to covered-wagon) to the prior models. Meanwhile, we also . h
to test I It IS POSSI e 0 se the parameter p automatically (M KTL-Pauto). These results are reported in Figure 3 [left].
We performed similar experiments on the AwA dataset. We consider the same 10 test classes in [17] as new classes to learn, randomly extracting a maximum of 100 samples from each class for training and 50 samples for test. The remaining 40 classes are used to build prior knowledge sources. We use the average of two RBF kernels computed using color histogram and SURF features [2] for describing all the prior classes, and train these models using SYM with I-vs-AII extension. Again, we use PHOG [4] feature with a RBF kernel for describing the new training images, and the I parameters are computed using the same method dis cussed above. These results are reported in Figure 3 (Figure 3 [left], 23 priors com pared to 14 priors). Here the expected higher start effect [26] with few training samples is not as significant as in the binary case. It suggests that the multi class problem is sub stantially more difficult compared to the binary object cat egorization task. Thus, we could expect that we need more samples for each class in order to learn the tasks. Moreover, although the performance of Prior-Features alone is rela tively low, MKTL still achieves significant improvement in performance by combining the prior outputs with the new knowledge. We also see that the improvement is consistent even after receiving 100 training samples per class ( Figure  3 [right] ). This demonstrates the higher asymptote advan tage for knowledge transfer [26] . This advantage is theo retically guaranteed by the fact that the knowledge trans fer problem is solved in a higher dimensional feature space than the original No-Transfer. The same performance can not be expected for Multi-KT: when the number of training ,'1 The results for MKTL using the automatic setup of the p parameter is comparable to the results we obtained with cross validation on p. This suggests a possible way to elim inate one free parameter in practice when validation data are not available. We also tested Multi-KT on both datasets using the I-vs-All extension. In this case, Multi-KT does not improve over the No-Transfer baseline. One possible explanation may be that the I-vs-All scheme may induce confusion when combining the binary results over multiple classes, as the special optimization scheme used in Multi KT does not guarantee that the output for each binary clas sification problem will be in a similar range. It is also worth mentioning that our learning algorithm is very efficient and takes less than 1 minute to finish, on the Aw A dataset with 100 training sample per categories and 40 prior models.
Conclusions
This paper presents a multi class transfer learning algo rithm for learning object categories from few examples. The algorithm uses the output of pre-trained models as extra fea ture inputs, and uses a learning based approach to automat ically decide from which prior models to transfer and how much to transfer. The proposed approach has no constraint on the pre-trained prior models and their features represen tation, as they can be built from different types of learn ing methods and using different types of feature represen tations. Furthermore, our algorithm uses a principled mul ticlass formulation and solves the multiclass problem in a joint optimization process. The optimization algorithm is modified from a recently proposed lp-norm MKL frame work which solves the optimization problem in the primal.
It thus scales well w.r.t. the number of prior models. Exper iments show that our algorithm outperforms all the baseline methods, and is able to boost the performance when more relevant priors are given. Thanks to the principled multi class formulation, the performance gain is more significant for multiclass scenarios, where the tasks are substantially more difficult than the more studied binary case.
